
EASYSINK

DESIGN 
FEATURES

 
COMPACT, AFFORDABLE SOLUTION FOR UNDERMOUNTS

SMALL FOOTPRINT

EASY TOOL CHANGE

SIMPLE, EASY TO USE SOFTWARE

A LARGE PREDEFINED SINK LIBRARY

CAPABLE OF HANDLING A FULL SLAB

A MAXIMUM CUTOUT SIZE OF 1360MM X 650MM



Founded in 2000 by the Farnese family, Farnese Australia are designers and manufacturers 
of stone cutting and polishing machinery in Australia. With an international reputation and 
decades of combined professional experience, and expertise, in both the stone industry and 
the local stone machinery manufacturing industry, Farnese are the first choice for stone 
fabricators. They continue to dominate this field in Australia and overseas with precision 
and innovation.

The team at Farnese Australia have the experience it takes to design, install and maintain 
the equipment needed in your industry.

The EASYSINK from Farnese is a compact 
CNC designed to bring you the benefits of
a larger machine, but with a smaller 
footprint and an affordable pricetag.

It drills, it cuts, it rebates and it polishes. 
This machine can do it all.

It’s time to put away the grinders and dip
a toe into the 21st Century.

Like all machines from the Farnese range, 
it’s easy to use. Our simple, straight forward 
software and user friendly interface makes 
creating cut outs a breeze.

Basic, uncomplicated shapes such as 
squares, rectangles, ovals and circles,
along with radius corners for standard
sink shapes are all within reach of the 
complete novice. 

When it comes to shapes, let your mind
run free. 

The possibilities are almost endless on the 
Farnese EASYSINK.

 DESIGNED FOR FUNCTION, BUILT TO LAST.



 FARNESE.CO.NZ

The EASYSINK allows for increased productivity in your factory, taking around 8 - 10 
minutes to cut out a 300mm x 400mm sink, or around 28 - 30 minutes to cut and polish. 

It never gets tired and never takes a day off. Can you really afford to be without one?

The EASYSINK boasts a predefined sink 
library of over 200 sink types ( taken from 
the bigger Alexia model), making it easier 
and more efficient to program a sink cutout. 

There’s also a parametric feature for 
creating other cutouts that may not be in 
the sink library.

Of course, we’re also happy to add 
additional sink shapes on request.

Pieces are held in place during processing by a series of pneumatic clamps and supports. 

You may be surprised to know that the EASYSINK is capable of handling a full slab and 
can produce a maximum cutout size of 1360mm x 650mm.



EASYSINK

DIMENSIONS OF INSTALLED MACHINE METRIC IMPERIAL

LENGTH 2800 mm 110.2 in

WIDTH 1900 mm 74.8 in

HEIGHT 2100 mm 82.7 in

WEIGHT 1500 kg 3300 lb

FEATURES & FEEDS

MAXIMUM CUTOUT LENGTH 1360 mm 53.54 in

MAXIMUM CUTOUT WIDTH 650 mm 25.59 in

Z STROKE (HEAD UP AND DOWN) 200 mm 7.9 in

AIR PRESURE (WORKING) 6 bar 87 psi

AIR SPRESSURE (CONSUMPTION) 20 l/min 5.3 g/min

WATER (CONSUMPTION)
CLEAR 6.5 l/min 1.7 g/min

RECYCLED 50 l/min 13.2 g/min

MAGAZINE NO NO

VACUUM CUPS NO NO

VACUUM GENERATOR NO NO

BACK CLAMPS YES / 5X YES / 5X

FRONT CLAMPS YES / 2X YES / 2X

MANUAL GREASING YES YES

LASER CUTTING GUIDE YES YES

MICROSOFT WINDOWS COMPATIBLE YES YES

AUTOMATIC TOOL CHANGER NO NO

HANDWHEEL NO NO

MAIN SPINDLE POWER 6.6 kW 8.8 hp

MAIN SPINDLE SPEED (MIN & MAX) 500 - 6000 rpm 500 - 6000 rpm

POWER REQUIRED
400v 3ph 50Hz 208v 3ph 60Hz

20A+ Neutral 40A

CONNECTIONS REQUIRED (SUPPLIED BY CUSTOMER)
POWER, WATER, COMPRESSED AIR

TOOLING I  CONSULT YOUR LOCAL FARNESE DEALER FOR ANY TOOLING REQUIRED

TECHNICAL 
SPECIFICATIONS

Owing to the constant updating of our designs, descriptions and technical data shown in 
our drawings and folders are not binding. Possible alterations deemed by the makers as 
convenient will be effected at any time without previous notice.

 DESIGNED FOR FUNCTION, BUILT TO LAST.
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We Know That Support Is Important To You

Buying a new machine is a big commitment for anyone, and continued support throughout 
the life of that machine is vital. 

Being an Australian and New Zealand company, we carry a vast array of parts here in New 
Zealand to ensure that your machine always has the spares it needs. Enjoy peace of mind 
knowing that you’ll be fully supported by Farnese and we’ll always have you covered.

Farnese customers don’t need to experience unnecessary machinery downtime waiting for 
remote assistance from other countries, as all the support and remote assistance is provided 
locally in New Zealand from our own qualified Technicians in New Zealand time.

Our mission here at Farnese is to give you the best support.  As we grow, we continue 
to recruit more and more qualified technicians, to further strengthen our position in the 
industry. 

68 Montgomery Crescent, PO Box 40-809, Upper Hutt, New Zealand

PH +64 4 526 8589     info@farnese.co.nz


